ACC SIP TRUNKS
GEO-REDUNDANT VOICE OVER IP

Businesses today need technology solutions that help
improve communications, while driving productivity across
the enterprise. They also want a reliable, high quality voice
service that delivers business continuity in the face of a
system or network disaster.
Today, transferring your phone service and phone numbers
are simple and cost effective, regardless of your business—
whether you have five employees or fifty. Our SIP Trunking
solution provides business-class Voice over IP (VoIP) service
that adapts to your needs, seamlessly working the way you
need it to. That way, you can focus on your business, not your
communications solution.

 Provides high quality, reliable voice calls
 Provides Business Continuity features such as GeoRedundancy & Disaster Recovery
 Costs less than traditional phone lines
 Provides the flexibility to scale up or down as your
needs change
 Includes Call Reporting & Monitoring features

 Geo Redundancy & Automatic Disaster Recovery
 Enterprise-level call routing options
 Features such as Conference Bridging and One-

Number-Follow-Me
 Unlimited Nationwide Calling including Canada &

Puerto Rico

SIP Trunks are a business-class form of Voice over IP (VoIP)
service that utilizes a Broadband connection and your IP
phone system for access. Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)
has become the common signaling standard for real-time
business communications. As a SIP Trunk provider, SIP
allows us to packetize and prioritize voice traffic over digital
circuits, offering higher quality and more reliability than
standard VoIP service.
SIP is typically more cost effective and scalable than
traditional phone service alternatives. You and your team
can work from the office, home, on the road, or through your
smartphone, all while utilizing your
company’s
communications solution to help maintain and uplift your
image and brand.
Today, with SIP technology your choices are much more
dynamic and offer a host of solutions and features tailored
for each individual company.

